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1. Why Community Participation? 

2. Framework and methodology: the survey.

3. Health Committees (HC) on the field:

- Who are they? What are they doing?

- How do they perform? How to evaluate them?

4. PBF and Community-based organisations (CBO).

- The CBO system.

- The « voice » issue.

5. The PBF: a time for change?
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Why Community Participation (CP)?

roots: Alma-Ata (1978) and the Bamako initiative (1987):
« strengthening Primary Health Care using community financing and community 
participation and management ».

1. A rather vague concept ? [Lysack, 1996; Brownlea, 1987]  
- What does community stand for?
- What do we mean by participation?

2. Mitigated experiences across the world.

3. Thirty years of scientific debate, two camps:

CP as an end (empowerment). 
vs.     

CP is only a mean to achive further objectives (tool).
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What is the Burundian reality of community participation? 
What has it become / should it become in a PBF context?



Research and methodology: two states of CP.

1. Formal sate: What are the rules? Who set them? Which is their nature (legal, 
bylaws, ...)?
sources: legal and technical documents (Ministry of Public Health, NGOs), interviews.

2. Actual and expected state: What is going on the field? What do people think 
they are doing?

sources: interviews in 104 Health Centers.
- 3 focus groups: Health Committee, Community-Based Organisation, medical
staff. « Triangulation » to check the data.
in
- 4 provinces where PBF is implemented (78 health centers): Bubanza (18, full 
coverage), Makamba (20), Ngozi (20) and Rutana (20).
- 2 provinces where PBF is not implemented: Muramvya (17, full coverage) and Mwaro (9).
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The « Comités de Santé » 1/2

Health Committees: the very classical form of CP in low-income countries: a
representative body that take part to the management of the health centre.

Burundian features:

1. Started from 200O’s onwards. Created by NGOs (civil war, weak State) and
later on by the Ministry of Public Health.

2. Common features despite wide inter-province differences:
- Most of the members are elected.
- Representative of all the « collines » (hills) of the area.
- Monthly meetings.
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The « Comités de Santé » 2/2

What are they there for?

Committees' mission (according to the committee)

No answer to the question  « tool or end »
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HC: what do they do? The evaluation issue.
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What they say they do :

But nothing about the actual performances and a narrow view.



HC: a confusing situation. Some explanations.

Guidelines exist but locally other documents are used (or none).
- Mission is clear for only 60% of the HC.

- Decision rights are totally unclear and disputed.
- Mismatch between actual, formal and expected states.
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Performance-based financing: a new paradigm.

1. A new vision of health financing.

2. The CBO, a contracted actor from the community.
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The « Associations Locales »

1. started from 1978 onwards (our sample). Spontaneously created by members
for specific purposes: 2/3 of them are self-help-groups. Contracted in PBF
schemes.

2. civil society organisations. Selected by the “Agences d'Achats” (NGOs) for their 
quality.

3. key characteristics:
- compare to HC (but the president) in terms of education/job.
- restricted access for members (70%).
- do not claim to represent the population.

4. usually well organised (better than HC).

5. do verification within the community, nothing more (in the health sector). 
Relationship with the health center is forbidden.

but is it really community participation?
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HC vs. CBO: the voice issue.
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Voice: a natural response to decline in firms and organisations [Hirschman, 
1970].

Health Committe Community-based organisation

Whose voice Everybody who wants to, 
whenever the HC is available 
(usually: poor people).

Interviewed people only 
(unrepresentative), during the survey.

How Informal (oral) or official 
complaint, during the meetings.

During the interview, through the 
questionnaire.

What is done with 
the information

Discussed during meeting with the 
medical staff, possible report to 
the sanitary district.

Transmitted to the 'Agence d'Achat' for 
further analysis, possible use during a 
meeting with the medical staff.

Enforcement 
(means of 
pressure)

Soft power, sometimes decision 
rights.

No power, important financial power 
but only through the 'Agence d'Achat'.



Conclusion: on the future of CP in Burundi.

What PBF is bringing to the « old » HC sytem?
- A more than necessary clarification of tasks and rights.
- A new way of voicing preferences.
- CBOs: a powerful tool for evaluating HC and bringing us qualitative information 
about 'healing relationships' [Jaffré & Olivier de Sardan, 2002]?

What remains unclear:
- Which incentives for HCs in the PBF system?
- Clarifying the purpose = making a choice:
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instrumentalized
(tool)

empowering people
(end)

« Spontaneous » Community-based 
organisation

Top-down Cummunity-health Agents Health Committee


